
Sales Procedures for members who sell at PGHW sponsored 
craft shows/fairs 

Please note, these suggestions are a culmination of many members who have sold at craft 
fairs. This is a new procedure for our guild and we will adjust these suggestions as we see fit 
and as we find out what works and what doesn’t. 


General Guidelines: 
1. There will be 4-8 vendor members at each show, depending on the inventory supply of 

each member, the size and frequency of the show. These vendors will rotate depending on 
how many interested members sign up so no one person attends more shows than others. 
All members will initially be put on a list and it will be on a first come first serve basis. If you 
choose not to participate, your name will be moved to the bottom of the list so there is no 
pre-conceived assumption of who will participate at which show. 


2. Prices will be reviewed by the sellers to reach a consensus so prices remain competitive. 

3. Each member will be limited to a set number of items determined by the participants before 

each show.

4. There will be one member who is in charge at each show to facilitate organization, set up, 

display, direct and take down. 

5. There will be a minimum of 2 people in the tent at all times and no more than 3. Work 

schedule will be set up on Genius Sign up if needed. If a worker cannot work the show, 
their guild percentage will increase by 5%. 


6. If a member cancels, their spot will be filled by next on the list and their name will be 
moved to the bottom of the list. 


7. Marketing information such as brochures, banners, signage and membership forms will be 
supplied by the guild and made available at each show. 


8. Each seller will be given a permanent 3 digit number they use for any show they participate 
in. All items will be tagged by the seller and marked T if the item is taxable according to PA 
State tax laws. (see below)


9. The guild will provide a tent and tables. Other display items can be supplied by the sellers. 

10. There will be a mandatory meeting of all sellers a few days prior to the show to iron out 

details.

11. These shows are a representation of our guild and will be professionally run as such. 


Financial Guidelines: 

1. A flat fee of 10% will be taken by the guild to cover costs. A fee of 15% will be taken if the 
member does not show up or sign up to work the sale.




2. Booth fees will be paid by the guild and reimbursed through seller fees.

3. The guild will pay all sales tax.


5. Each seller will tag each individual item with a 3 digit number they are given before the show. 
This number will be used at all shows this seller participates in. The tag will have the price they 
are selling the item for which INCLUDES the 10% the guild will take from that sale. The tag will 
also have a capital T if the item is taxable based on the list below (www.revenue.pa.gov page 
12). The tag will also contain all pertinent information the customer will need. Any seller 
advertising for the item will be on this tag only. 


http://www.revenue.pa.gov

